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Background: Several previous studies have reported an association between

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and epilepsy, but the causal relationship is unclear. The

aim of this study was to assess the connection between RA and epilepsy in a

European population using Mendelian randomization (MR).

Methods: Genome-wide association study summary data on RA and epilepsy

from European populations were included. Univariate MR (UVMR) and

multivariate MR were used to investigate the causal relationship between the

two conditions. Three analysis methods were applied: inverse variance weight

(IVW), MR-Egger, and weighted median, with IVW being the primary method.

Cochran Q statistics, MR-PRESSO, MR-Egger intercept, leave-one-out test, and

MR-Steiger test were combined for the sensitivity analysis.

Results: UVMR showed a positive association between RA and epilepsy risk

(OR=1.038, 95% CI=1.007–1.038, p=0.017) that was supported by sensitivity

analysis. Further MVMR after harmonizing the three covariates of hypertension,

alcohol consumption, and smoking, confirmed the causal relationship between

RA and epilepsy (OR=1.049, 95% CI=1.011–1.087, p=0.010).

Conclusion: This study demonstrated that RA is associated with an increased risk

of epilepsy. It has emphasized that the monitoring of epilepsy risk in patients

diagnosed with RA should be strengthened in clinical practice, and further studies

are needed in the future to explore the potential mechanism of action

connecting the two conditions.
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1 Introduction

Epilepsy is a prevalent and highly disabling chronic central

nervous system (CNS) disorder characterized by sudden abnormal

discharges of neurons in the brain, resulting in transient brain

dysfunction. It affects more than 70 million people globally (1, 2),

with the highest prevalence and incidence in infants and the elderly

and slightly higher rates in men than women (3). People with

epilepsy have a lower risk of death and shorter life expectancy than

the general population (4), and uncontrollable seizures make them

highly vulnerable to accidental injuries, such as traffic accidents,

drowning, falls, and burns (5). Additionally, epilepsy puts patients

at an increased risk for psychiatric disorders and suicide (6, 7),

placing a heavy burden on these patients, both psychologically and

physically. Although multiple underlying disease mechanisms have

been identified as being associated with epilepsy, the specific

etiology of approximately 50% of epilepsy cases globally remains

incompletely understood (8).

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic rheumatic disease

characterized by persistent synovitis, primarily affecting the joints,

which can lead to severe bone and cartilage damage and disability (9).

The prevalence of RA is estimated to be close to 1% of the total global

population (10). Because of its severe impact on quality of life, the

need for lifelong treatment to improve symptoms, and the

development of multiple complications, it has a tremendous impact

on individuals and society (11). In recent years, numerous studies have

reported an association between RA and epilepsy (12–20) and shown

an increased risk of epilepsy in patients with RA or an increased risk of

epilepsy in children of parents with RA, although some studies have

provided inconsistent evidence (21). Observational studies are greatly

limited in their ability to infer causality due to the influence of difficult-

to-control confounding factors and reverse causation. Randomized

controlled studies, which are the gold standard for inferring causality,

are also difficult to implement because of ethical, economic, and time

restraints. At present, we are unsure whether there is a causal

relationship between RA and epilepsy.

Mendelian randomization (MR) is an innovative epidemiological

approach that uses genetic variants, such as single nucleotide diversity

(SNPs), as instrumental variables (IVs) to infer potential causal

relationships between exposure and outcomes (22, 23). Genetic

variants are formed at conception through random assignment,

which means they are not affected by other factors, such as

behavioral, environmental, and social influences. Therefore, MR

avoids the influence of confounding factors and reverse causation

to the greatest extent possible (24). A genome-wide association study

(GWAS) can provide us with data on the IVs associated with specific

types of exposure, allowing us to use GWAS findings for MR

analysis (23).
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study design

Herein, we included GWAS summary data on epilepsy and RA

from a European population. First, classical UVMR was used to
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verify whether there was a causal relationship between RA and

epilepsy. Then MVMR was used to further validate the reliability of

this relationship. The purpose of MVMR is to explore the influence

of multiple factors on a particular outcome, which helps us

determine whether the causal link between the exposure factor of

interest and the outcome is affected by other confounders and thus

assess the causal effect more precisely. To ensure the reliability of

the results of MR analyses, the selected IVs had to fulfill three key

assumptions: (1) there was a strong association between the IVs and

RA; (2) the IVs were not associated with any other potential

confounders that may affect RA and epilepsy; and (3) the IVs

affect epilepsy only through RA. Moreover, the design of this study

followed the most recent MR guidelines (STROBE-MR) (24). An

overview of our study design can be seen in Figure 1.
2.2 Data sources

GWAS summary data on RA and epilepsy were extracted from

the IEU Open GWAS project (https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/). As the

data are publicly released and available, no additional ethical

approval was required. To entirely avoid the effects of population

stratification, our data selection focused only on patients of

European ancestry, while samples from other ancestries and

mixed ancestries were excluded. In addition, to minimize sample

overlap, we chose data from different leagues. The GWAS summary

data for RA (GWAS ID: ebi-a-GCST90013534) were derived from a

GWAS meta-analysis of 58,284 mixed-sex individuals, including

14,361 cases and 43,923 controls, with 13,108,512 SNPs. Patients

with RA were diagnosed by rheumatologists or according to the

1987 American College of Rheumatology criteria (25). The GWAS

summary data for epilepsy (GWAS ID: finn-b-G6_EPLEPSY) were

obtained from the FinnGen Consortium, and all information on

these data can be found in Risteys FinnGen R12 (https://

risteys.finregistry.fi/) by searching for G6_ EPLEPSY. The data

cover a total of 182,367 individuals of mixed sexes, including

6,260 cases and 176,107 controls, with 16,380,349 SNPs. Epilepsy

was diagnosed by epilepsy specialists on the basis of

electroencephalogram, magnetic resonance imaging, and clinical

history analysis (26). The GWAS summary data for both epilepsy

and RA were selected from the largest sample size datasets
FIGURE 1

Flowchart of MR study design.
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originating from individuals of purely European ancestry that were

publicly available.
2.3 Instrumental variables selection

To fulfill the three key assumptions of MR for selecting IVs, we

set up the following stringent criteria to screen SNPs for use as IVs

in this study: (1) to ensure that SNPs were significantly associated

with our exposure factors of interest, SNPs with P < 5 × 10−8 were

selected; (2) to avoid the influence of linkage disequilibrium (LD)

among selected SNPs, we collected European population samples

and used thresholds such as r2 < 0.001 and distance = 10,000 kb for

LD-clumping to exclude SNPs with strong LD (27, 28); (3) F-

statistic was incorporated to ensure that the selected IVs were

strong IVs. Variables with F-statistic > 10 were usually defined as

strong IVs, and those whose strength did not meet the standard

SNPs were excluded, with the formula for F-statistic as follows: F=

beta2/se2; (4) SNPs were manually screened in Phenoscanner

(www.phenoscanner.medschl.cam.ac.uk) to ensure they met the

above criteria and that they were unaffected by potential

confounding factors; (5) Palindromic SNPs with symmetry were

eliminated from the MR analysis.
2.4 MR analysis

We performed all MR and correlation analyses in R (4.3.2)

software using the three R packages TwoSample MR, MR-

PRESSOR, and Mendelian randomization. UVMR was first used

to investigate whether there was a causal relationship between RA

and epilepsy. Then, we used MVMR to further verify the reliability

of the previously derived causal relationship after adjusting for

hypertension (29), alcohol consumption (30), and smoking (31),

three common risk factors for epilepsy reported in previous studies.

Supplementary Table 1 lists the covariates used in the MVMR.

Inverse Variance Weight (IVW), MR-Egger, and weighted

median (WM) analyses were used in our study. These methods

make different assumptions about possible horizontal pleiotropy:

IVW assumes that all IVs are free of horizontal pleiotropy (32);

MR-Egger assumes that all IVs are horizontally polytropic (33); and

WM assumes that horizontal pleiotropy can exist in 50% of the IVs

(34). Of these, IVW served as our primary analytic method because

it allows for the most accurate causal assessment in the absence of

horizontal pleiotropy (32). If horizontal pleiotropy occurred

between SNPs, the results obtained by the two methods MR-

Egger and WM were referred to.
2.5 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was applied to ensure the robustness of the

MR analysis results, and it mainly included heterogeneity analysis,

horizontal pleiotropy analysis, the leave-one-out test, and the MR-

Steiger test, with the following workflow (1) Cochran Q statistics

was used to identify whether the effects between different SNPs were
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heterogeneous (35), and if heterogeneity existed, MR-PRESSO was

employed to exclude the heterogeneity of the larger SNPs (36), and

MR analysis was repeated; (2) using MR-Egger regression, we

determined whether the SNPs had horizontal pleiotropy based on

MR-Egger intercept (33); (3) using the leave-one-out test, we could

exclude individual SNPs one by one and reperform the

computational MR analysis to assess whether individual SNPs

had an impact on the overall study results; (4) The MR-Steiger

test was used to verify the correctness of the directionality of the

causal effects derived from the study and to avoid interference from

reverse causality.
3 Results

3.1 Instrumental variables

After rigorous screening of IVs according to previously

developed criteria, a total of 90 SNPs met the requirements to be

included in this study. The SNP rs34536443 was excluded from MR

analysis because it was found to have a palindrome with an

intermediate allele frequency. All SNPs were strong IVs (F-

statistic > 10). Details of the SNPs included in the study can be

seen in Supplementary Table 2.
3.2 UVMR

The IVW method showed a positive association between RA

and epilepsy risk (OR=1.038, 95% CI=1.007–1.038, p=0.017); MR-

Egger: OR=1.045, 95% CI=0.998–1.095, p=0.066; and WM:

OR=0.997, 95%CI=0.949–1.047, p=0.897.

The results of the sensitivity analyses supported the hypothesis

of a causal relationship between genetically predicted RA and

epilepsy. A p-value of >0.05 in the Cochran Q statistics indicated

the absence of heterogeneity. A p-value of >0.05 in the MR-Egger

intercept test indicated the absence of horizontal pleiotropy. The

leave-one-out test indicated that the overall findings were not

influenced by any single SNP. The results of the MR-Steiger

analysis verified the validity of our findings. Because of the

absence of heterogeneity and horizontal pleiotropy, we considered

the results obtained by the IVWmethod to be reliable. The results of

analysis with Cochran Q statistics, MR-Egger intercept, and MR-

Steiger tests can be seen in Supplementary Tables 3–5. can be seen

in Supplementary Tables 3, 4. Figures 2-4 show the scatter plots,

funnel plots, and leave-one-out test plots of the UVMR results for

the relationship between RA and epilepsy.
3.3 MVMR

Considering that the results of UVMR may have been affected

by potential confounders, we performed further MVMR analysis.

After coordinating hypertension, alcohol consumption, and

smoking, we used the IVW method to show that there was still a

positive causal association between RA and epilepsy risk
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(OR=1.049, 95% CI=1.011–1.087, p=0.010). Figure 5 demonstrates

the results of the MVMR analysis.
4 Discussion

The present study assessed the causal relationship between RA

and epilepsy by MR analysis. The results of our UVMR analysis

suggest that RA leads to an increased risk of epilepsy, which was

confirmed by the results of further MVMR analysis. Our findings
Frontiers in Immunology 04
provide important clues to further understand the mechanisms

underlying this association and emphasize the importance of the

timely monitoring and prevention of epilepsy in patients diagnosed

with RA.

Our findings are similar to those of several previous large-scale

population-based retrospective studies. A study in the United States

that included 2,518,034 subjects observed an elevated risk of

epilepsy in those with 12 immune disorders, including RA (12). A

study by Chang et al. that included 32,005 patients with RA

demonstrated a 1.27-fold higher risk of epilepsy in the RA cohort

than the control group (32,005 non-RA cases) (14). A study that

included 326,415 individuals reported the highest rate of co-

morbidity between epilepsy and RA (13). A study including 821

RA cases and 2,455 controls found that RA carried a greater risk of

11 comorbidities, including epilepsy (15). In addition, a

bioinformatics study similarly confirmed that RA was strongly

associated with epilepsy. Malekpour et al. (16) explored the

relationship between frontal lobe epilepsy and three immune
FIGURE 3

Funnel plots of MR estimates for RA associated with epilepsy.
FIGURE 4

Leave-one-out test plots of MR estimates for RA associated
with epilepsy.
FIGURE 5

The forest plot depicts the findings of the MVMR analyses on the
causal effects of RA on epilepsy. OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence
interval; P-value, p value of the causal estimate.
FIGURE 2

Scatterplot of MR estimates for RA associated with epilepsy.
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disorders, including RA, and showed that there were common

genetic variants among the conditions. In addition, a meta-

analysis emphasized that patients with RA have a higher risk of

epilepsy than non-RA patients, and there was a negative correlation

with age. This study also found 13 genes related to inflammatory

factors that showed overlapping expression in RA and epilepsy

patients (19). However, an early cross-sectional study reported that

RA was uncommon in patients with epilepsy (21).

Currently, little is known about the potential factors underlying

the theory that RA increases the risk of epilepsy. However, these

may include inflammatory responses, autoimmunity, painful

stimuli, CNS involvement, and adverse drug reactions. Many

studies have shown that inflammation is associated with the

development of epilepsy (37–39), and RA is an autoimmune

inflammatory disease in which upregulation of the inflammatory

cytokines TNF-a, IL-1, and IL-6 is closely related to pathogenesis.

Changes in the levels of these inflammatory cytokines have also

been observed in epilepsy (40, 41). The persistent and complex

inflammatory responses, such as the activation of microglia and

astrocytes and production of pro-inflammatory molecules, found in

brain tissues of surgically resected patients with refractory epilepsy

and in the brain tissues of rat frontal lobe epilepsy models also

suggest that the increased risk of epilepsy in RA patients may be

associated with the inflammatory component of RA (42, 43). This

idea is emphasized by the fact that the use of nonsteroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs attenuates seizures or reduces the risk of

epilepsy, as reported in several studies (14, 44). On the contrary,

there may be an autoimmune component to epilepsy, and some

neuronal autoantibodies that may have pathogenic effects have been

found in epileptic patients, such as antibodies against the NR1

subunit of the N-methyl D-aspartate receptor (45). High-quality

studies have reported that epilepsy patients with these antibodies

showed improvements in their symptoms with immunotherapy

(46, 47). However, pain, which is the main symptom of RA patients,

may also be a possible route to an increased risk of epilepsy. It is well

known that the cerebral cortex plays an important role in the

pathogenesis of epilepsy. Previous studies have shown that some

cerebral cortex structures are involved in pain modulation (48), and

studies have also shown that some cortical regions are activated

accordingly during pain episodes in RA (49–51). Thus, it is possible

that persistent pain stimulation in RA patients leads to the

abnormal excitation of certain cortical neurons and thus to the

onset of epilepsy. In addition, a number of previous case studies

have reported seizures in RA patients due to CNS involvement

(52–55). CNS involvement is an extra-articular manifestation of RA

that affects the meningitis, cerebral vasculitis, and meningeal

rheumatoid nodules. Thick membrane inflammation (54) and

CNS involvement with meningeal infiltration may be associated

with symptoms such as seizures, which may be another route by

which RA leads to an increased risk of epilepsy, although the

prevalence of CNS complications in patients with RA has not

been investigated at this time. Finally, some medications

commonly used in RA, such as corticosteroids, methotrexate, and

salazosulfapyridine, also seem to be associated with an increased

risk of epilepsy (56–58).
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Our study has added support to the hypothesis that a causal

relationship exists between RA and epilepsy, which has important

clinical significance. First, understanding the causal links may help

to develop new therapeutic strategies for epilepsy. The etiology of

nearly half of all patients with epilepsy has not yet been elucidated,

and at present, clinical treatments for epilepsy mainly focus on

seizure control, rarely targeting the underlying etiology. Although

medication has produced good results in recent years in patients

with epilepsy, drugs are still ineffective in about one-third of

patients (59). Such patients with refractory epilepsy can be

treated by surgery, but unfortunately, the efficacy of this strategy

is also unsatisfactory, with 50% of surgically treated patients

experiencing a recurrence of epilepsy within 5 years (60).

Therefore, we still need to develop new therapeutic approaches,

and exploring the underlying causes of epilepsy is key. Second, the

findings may facilitate future studies into the common

pathogenesis of the two disorders, which could lead to a better

understanding of the nature of these disorders and provide more

effective strategies for their future prevention and control. Finally,

the findings may help physicians to better prevent epilepsy in

clinical practice by following the recommendations regarding the

regular neurological assessment and monitoring of patients with

RA, and thereby, reduce the incidence or mitigate the effects

of epilepsy.

In summary, RA may play an important role in the

development of epilepsy. However, the biological mechanisms

underlying the associations between the two have not yet been

clarified. More studies are needed to further explore these

underlying mechanisms and to search for possible common risk

factors and therapeutic targets, which will provide more scientific

evidence for the prevention and treatment of these two diseases.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to validate the

causal relationship between RA and epilepsy using the innovativeMR

method. MR minimizes the impact of confounding factors and

reverse causality and can be performed using existing publicly

available and reliable data, making it more cost-effective and

feasible than other methods. Additionally, our data sources were all

recently recorded GWAS datasets with the largest samples of purely

European populations. We performed a series of sensitivity analyses

on our findings, all of which ensured the credibility along with the

robustness of our findings.

At the same time, we must also recognize some shortcomings.

First, the current study was based on patients with European

ancestry, so generalizing the results of this study to other

populations requires caution. Second, some potential confounders

still may have influenced our assessment, as RA and epilepsy have

distinct gender and age characteristics, and we were unable to

perform stratified analyses because of limited data disclosure.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there are currently no good

methods that can be used to calculate sample overlap between

exposure and outcomes. The data we included were all of European

origin, with some potential for sample overlap, which may have had

some impact on the accuracy of our risk estimates. Therefore,

GWAS data that include more details will be needed in the future to

assess differences more fully between study populations.
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5 Conclusions

In conclusion, this study suggests that RA is associated with an

increased risk of epilepsy. Based on this finding, we suggest that

monitoring epilepsy risk in patients diagnosed with RA, as well as

individualized assessments, should be strengthened in clinical

practice. Further studies are needed in the future to explore the

potential mechanisms of action linking RA and epilepsy.
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